
iCandy Present World-leading Innovative Stroller
The Strawberry Multi-Functional Pushchair

Featuring beautiful soft touch fabrics the Strawberry boasts a range of new features which really make it stand out from the crowd.

For the new mother who wants is all, the gorgeous iCandy Strawberry multi-functional system has it all - incredible functionality and
unbelievable style.

Patent pending features include a one hand STEP AND STAND FOLD action and the unique iCandy MEMORY system, which includes an auto
alignment seat unit which clicks back in to the last used position when unfolded.

The three-position, reclinable, forward-facing and parent-facing seat unit features a zip pocket underneath the leg rest for out of sight storage.
Both the seat unit and carrycot come in stylish black with the option to add our beautiful original flavour pack - a soft touch textured fabric - or
our stunning chilled flavour pack which is a lighter weight, smoother finish fabric.

The seat unit flavour pack comprises of an interchangeable hood, harness pads and luxurious seat liner and the carrycot flavour pack
comprises of an interchangeable hood and apron. Available in four delicious flavours - Assam, Earl Grey, Pomegranate and Elderberry.

With the addition of the infant carrier car seat adaptors (sold separately) the Strawberry is suitable for use with the Maxi-Cosi Cabrio or Pebble
and BeSafe iZiGo car seats.

All of this functionality wrapped up in stylish sleek curves, smooth lines and head-turning fabrics takes the iCandy Strawberry into a world of its
own.

Visit the website for full details: http://www.icandyworld.com/uk/en/products/strawberry_pushchair

For media information please contact Jenny Green at Smart Arts on 01484 685544 or email jenny@smartarts.co.uk.

iCandy is a British family business that celebrates its 80th anniversary in 2013.

The team is dedicated to creating pushchairs that reflect a unique sense of style and practical, well-designed solutions.

The perfect mix of high-tech sophistication and smooth living, iCandy is for people who appreciate the value of British design, craftsmanship
and technical innovation.

The company support Bliss, a charity for premature babies, by sponsoring key events such as the annual Big Heart Awards.


